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MS410G MINI SCREEN
NAKAYAMA COAWLER MOUNTEN   SCREEN

FEATURES
　● Compact size
　● Large production capacity 
　● Equipped with a newly developed heavy-duty 2-deck vibrating grizzly 
　　　screen GSH4102. Also available with NSR/NRE inclined vibrating 
　　　screens.
　● Two types are available.
  　     TypeⅠ with 1 belt feeder and 3 hydraulic folding product-conveyors
   　    TypeⅡ without a belt feeder but with 2 hydraulic folding conveyors
　● Adjustable feeding speed and screen rotation depending on materials  
　● Efficient screening operation through hydraulic driven motor. 

APPLICATIONS
　● Asphalt/Concrete wastes
　● Soil rehabilitation in construction and demolition sites
　● In association with mobile crushing equipments
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MS410G MINI SCREEN
MINI MOBAL SCREEN

MS410G 
MINI SCREEN

NAKAYAMA COAWLER 
MOUNTEN   SCREEN

SPECIFICATIONS

PARTS NAMES
　① Belt Feeder　② Undersize conveyor
　③ Intermediate size Side conveyor
　④ Oversize sideconveyor

DIMENSIONS

2246-1 Amagu, Asahi-machi, Takeo City, Saga Pref., 843-0001, Japan
Tel：0954-22-4171    Fax：0954-23-0691
http://www.nakayamairon.co. jp
E-mail Address: export@nakayamairon.co.jp  
SAGA-TOKYO-OSAKA-NAGOYA-SINGAPORE   

NAKAYAMA CRUSHING SERVICES(S) PLE
1B SIMEI STREET 3,#10-11 EASTPOINT GREEN,SINGAPORE 529890
Tel：(65)222-3538    Fax：(65)222-3538
E-mail Address:ncss1997@mboxl.ntti.net.sg

Modal

MS410G

Modal

GSH4102

Screen Size
W×L(mm)

1200×3000

Vibrating Grizzly Screen
Number
of dacks

2

Capacity
(t/h)

10-150

Engine
Output
(kW/min)

40.5/2100

Tank
Fuel/Hyd
Fluid(ℓ)

135/93

Inclination

15°

Maximum
feed Size
(mm)

150(200   )★

Weight
(t)

12(10.5   )★

■ The processing performance varies depending on the feed rate as well as the characteristics, size and gradation of the feed material.
■ In order to keep out policy of continuous development,  specifications are subjectto change without notice

※ Specifications with an asterix (　) are exclusively for Type Ⅱ

Ref.MS410G Type Ⅰ 3-way split

Mini screen with outstanding mobility 
capable of dry screenig and separating 
a wide variety of materials in the most 
difficult and demanding of application 
especially in recycling, soil remediation, 
aggregates production, construction and 
demolition sites!

Mini screen with outstanding mobility 
capable of dry screenig and separating 
a wide variety of materials in the most 
difficult and demanding of application 
especially in recycling, soil remediation, 
aggregates production, construction and 
demolition sites!
Equipped with hydraulic folding conveyors 
to have a compact size, the Mini MOBAL 
screens MS410 can be easily transported 
on a low tonnage self-loader truck.
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